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For n > 3, if there exists a uniquely n colorable graph which contains no 
subgraph isomorphic to K, , then the number of points in the graph must be 
strictly greater than nz + n - 1. 
Let G be a labeled, undirected graph, and the chromatic number of G be 
n. Any n-coloring of G induces a partition of the point set of G into n 
color classes. If every n-coloring of G induces the same partition of the 
point set of G, then G is called uniquely colorable. Harary, Hedetniemi, 
and Robinson [I, 21 have shown that, for all n > 3, there is a uniquely 
n-colorable graph which contains no subgraph isomorphic to K,, . Their 
proof includes the 1Zpoint uniquely 3 colorable graph which contains no 
subgraph isomorphic to KS . The question is still open whether, for n > 3, 
there exists a uniquely II colorable graph which contains no subgraph 
isomorphic to KS . We have tried to find one for the case n = 4 with no 
success. The following result shows that, if there exists a uniquely n- 
colorable graph which contains no subgraph isomorphic to KS , then the 
number of points in the graph must be strictly greater than n2 + n - 1. 
THEOREM. For n > 3, if there exists a uniquely n colorable graph which 
contains no subgraph isomorphic to KS, then no color class in this n-coloring 
of the graph can have less than n + 1 points. 
Proof. Assume the theorem is false. Let G be such a graph and 
PO, PI ,..., P,-, be the n color classes of the unique n coloring of G. We are 
to show a different n coloring can be produced as a contradiction. Without 
loss of generality, let P,, contain exactly m distinct points x,, , x1 ,..., x,-i 
where m < n. 
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Define 
M = (0, 1, 2 ,...) nz - 11. Let E be the set of edges of G, and let 
H,={Y:YEPI,A(~~~EM)({x~,Y}~E)}, 
and 
fork = 1, 2,..., n - 1. There are three cases which can happen: 
Casel. 3k,l <k<n-lsuchthatH,# %.LetQ,=P,uH,, 
Q,=P,-HkandQ,=P,fori#k, 1 <iin-l.Thentheparti- 
tion PO, Ql ,..., en-, is obviously a different n-coloring of G. 
Case 2. H, = % for 1 = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1 and !lk, 1 < k < n - 1 such 
thatF,# %.Letj#k,andl <j<n-l.PjuF,isanindependent 
set, i.e., no two points in the set are adjacent to each other. Otherwise, 
there exist y and z such that y E Pj and z E Fk and { y, z} E E. 
ButH,= % =>3x,EP,,suchthat{x,,y}EE,andzEFk*{xt,z}EE. 
xt , y, and z thus form a triangle in G, which contradicts our assumption. 
Let Qk= P,-Fk,Qj= PjUF Ic, and Qi= Pi for i#j,i#k, and 
0 < i < n - I. Then the partition Q,, , Q, ,..., Qn-l is a different n- 
coloring of G. 
Case 3. Hk=Fk= % for k-l,2 ,..., n-l. For each k>l, 
partition PI, in the following way: 
and 
for i = 1, 2,..., m - 1. We claim that this is a partition of Pk . First, the 
above sets are obviously pairwise disjoint. Next, y E PI, and Hk = Fk = % 
imply that the 
min{j:{xj,y}~EA{x,,z}EE,rrjf- 1 (modm)} = i 
exists, which means y E Pkzi . 
Define 
n-1 
Qf = {Xi> V ky P,,i 7 
for i = 0, l,..., nt - 1. We see that no point in u:r: Pfisi is adjacent to xi 
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by definition of Pk,i, and no two points in uzl: PkSi can be adjacent to 
each other. Otherwise, let y and z be such two points and { y, z} E E implies 
that y, z and x, , (r = i + 1 (mod m)), form a triangle in G, which is 
impossible. Qi is an independent set of G. So Q, , Q, ,..., Qm, form a 
m-coloring of G. For m # n, this would contradict the minimality of n, for 
m = n this would be a different n-coloring of G. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM. For n 3 3, if there exists a uniquely n colorable graph which 
contains no subgraph isomorphic to KS , then the number of points in the 
graph must be strictly greater than n2 + n - 1. 
ProoJ Assume the theorem is false. A n-coloring of the graph must 
consist of at least one color class with less than n points. It follows from 
previous theorem that the graph is not uniquely n colorable. Q.E.D. 
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